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Upon assuming power as co
presidents of the York University
Graduate History Student Assoc
iation (GHSA), counterculturalists
Ronnie Morris and Gil Fernandes
issued this joint statement:
Greetings everyone!
On behalf of the Graduate
History
Students
Association
(GHSA) we’d like to welcome all
the incoming and returning
students to the Graduate History
Program and wish you all a
stimulating, fun, and productive
year.
Our job at the GHSA, for those of
you who don't already know, is to
help make these wishes come true,
by representing, supporting, and
enhancing York’s graduate history
community. The executive of the
GHSA is elected each year by its
members, who include all students
registered in programs leading to
graduate degrees in History at
York. The GHSA also provides a

number of opportunities to get
involved in academic affairs across
campus through appointments to
various department, union, and
university committees. In addition,
we organize a variety of social,

GHSA

Welcome to another year of
publishing
shenanigans
at
Document! This year’s suckers/co
editors are Amanda “Yes I Have a
Pool” Robinson and Brad “The
Beard” Meredith. They bring an
eclectic mix of old world charm
(Brad) and new world philistinism
(Amanda). Muddy Italian agri
cultural research meets grungy

Canadian
popular
culture
research!
The result will be an epic year of
Document aimed at giving you
worthwhile procrastination ma
terial. That, or a catastrophic
scandal
that
destroys
our
academic careers. Let the good
times roll!

“Being a graduate student is like becoming all of the Seven Dwarves. In
the beginning you're Dopey and Bashful. In the middle, you are usually
sick (Sneezy), tired (Sleepy), and irritable (Grumpy). But at the end, they
call you Doc, and then you're Happy.”
—Ronald T. Azuma

badge

academic,
and
careerrelated
events throughout the year to help
foster a more vibrant and collegial
environment. Meetings are held
monthly to address students’
(continued on page 2)

Fraud uncovered at GHSA INSIDE
Investigators: “Document” newsletter head
lines “Completely unrelated” to article content
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SPORTS
by Amanda Robinson
As coeditor of the Document this
year, I had the pleasure of being
the first to read the bios of our
fresh crop of incoming students.
What a delight! First, I’d like to
extend a warm welcome. I look
forward to meeting you all in
person and harassing you to
submit to the Document this year.
Second, I’d like to adjust my peer
harassment techniques here to
press upon the matter of this
year’s epic orientation baseball
game.
Even though softball is a
favourite pasttime of mine, I
skipped the orientation game my
first two years in the graduate
history program. After finally
playing last year, I was kicking
myself for missing those other
games and the opportunity to take
part in this unique grad school
activity. The year ahead is going to
take place inside the walls of
York—in classrooms, hallways,
campus
food
spots,
the
LIBRARY—why not take a few
hours to relieve some of your first
weekback nerves by swinging a
bat or sprinting around the bases?
I am confident that if you come,
and you play, some, or all, of the
following will happen:
1.) You will laugh and cheer.

Copresidents' address
(continued from page 1)

interests and concerns, and the
GHSA hosts orientation events, as
well as the annual holiday and
endofyear parties, and ‘The
Historian's
Craft’
speaker
series—a series of monthly talks
aimed at exposing the York history
community to the ideas of
intellectuals from outside the
Department. Each year we hold a
book sale, as well as the "New
Frontiers"
graduate
history
conference.
Above all, the GHSA is a great
way to make new friends and get a
better
sense
of
how
the
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2.) You will meet people, including
Faculty members.
3.) You will learn more about
campus geography on our walk
there (unless you are a returning
York student, in which case you
will have the opportunity to teach
something about campus geo
graphy to a York newcomer).
4.) You will be happily surprised
when the game doesn’t last as long

and PhDs and those of us who are
already seasoned York peeps, thus
facilitating a more acquainted
dinner table when we move to the
Grad Lounge after the baseball
game.
10.) You will make me very happy.
Softball is the only sport I like to
play.
I look forward to seeing you all
there!

Take me out to the (annual Graduate History
Student Association orientation) ballgame!

as major league baseball games.
5.) You will realize you aren’t the
only person there who isn’t great
at softball.
6.) You will realize you aren’t the
only person who enjoys playing
softball.
7.) You won’t remember the final
score at the end of the day.
8.) You will have a fun and active
orientation memory to kick off
your experience as a graduate
student at York.
9.) You will become more familiar
with your fellow incoming MAs
department works. To that end, we
would like to encourage both new
and returning students to take
advantage
of
all
of
these
opportunities to get involved: to
run for elected positions, or to
volunteer to help on committees
and at events. We urge everyone to
come out and participate in
GHSAsponsored activities, to get
to know their colleagues, and to
make use of the infamous coffee
maker. Let’s make the most of our
time here at York, and let’s keep
working together as a welcoming
and supportive community.
Here’s to a great year!
Ronnie Morris and Gil Fernandes
GHSA CoPresidents

Meet the
new folks!

Document is pleased to bring you
this special Orientation Issue
feature:
incoming
students
introduce themselves by sharing
their own histories and their plans
for the future, at York and beyond.
Please join us in welcoming our
new colleagues!
Garry Smolyansky
Hello everyone, my name is Garry
Smolyansky and I will begin my
M.A. in history this fall. You
should know I'm a Yorkie, having
completed a dual undergraduate
degree (history and education)
here over the past five years. I'm
extremely
passionate
about
researching the experiences of
immigrants and subethnic groups
to see how they interact with local
Canadian culture and society.
In my free time (which will cease
to exist as this program begins), I
enjoy training in martial arts,
spending quality time with
friends,
partaking
in
extracurriculars
on
campus,
creating endless todo lists as well
as reorganizing my room from
time to time.
I'm very excited to be joining the
ranks of the best and brightest
scholars in the country and look
forward to meeting many new
faces, traveling to seminars and
conferences, reading more then I
have ever read before and having
(continued on page 3)

“So… you're telling me
it’s a bargaining year!?”
Document
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CUPE 3903, your rights, and why it’s important
are not limited to, health and
to get involved
by Mathieu Brûlé
As one of our department’s
stewards, I was asked to write a
few words to all the incoming TAs
and GAs about our union, local
3903 of the Canadian Union of
Public Employees (CUPE). While I
could bombard you with a speech
about the important of solidarity
and unity in a union, this is a
bargaining year, so I’m sure you
will get plenty of that as the year
progresses. Instead, I thought it
would be more important to give
you a very broad outline of some of
the rights and benefits that we
have as members of CUPE 3903.
First, our collective agreement
offers us protection from being
overworked.
Everything
from
classsize to work hours are
outlined
in
the
collective
agreement to protect us from
being asked to take on too much
work. A good way to protect
yourself from overwork is to keep
track of your hours.
We are also provided with a
number of benefits and funds to
help us in our personal and
academic lives. These include, but

dental plans, child care funds,
ways and means to help us out in
emergencies and a professional
development to help us fund some
of our conferencerelated expenses.
Finally, one of the more
important benefits of being in a
union is being able to help
determine
your
working
conditions. The union does this
every three years when we
renegotiate
our
collective
agreement. This year is a
bargaining year, which means that
you’ll have the opportunity to help
determine the future of the union
and our workplace. The best way to
do this is to get involved in the
union by, for starters, attending
the information sessions your
stewards will be organizing this
year. You can also attend general
membership meetings, as well as
vote in union elections or, at the
very least, stay informed about
what your union is up to.
If you have any questions, don’t
hesitate to ask one of the
department’s stewards or check
out
the
union
website:
http://3903.cupe.ca/

Founders Gate picket line, January 2009. Photo by Brad Meredith
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(continued)
the time of my life.
I would like to wish everyone luck
and success in their new program
and I am sure we will make many
positive contributions to the
University and the world in the
years to come.
Myles Ali
I'm Myles Ali and I'm from
Oshawa, Ontario. I'm very happy
to be back at York University. My
area of research will be African
History. Outside of school, I try to
stay involved in local sports back
in Oshawa. I play hockey once a
week and I spent a year coaching
my nephew's Timbit hockey team.
One of my major goals this year is
to not gain 30 pounds like I did
during undergrad!
Graham Bevans
Hi, my name is Graham Bevans. I
did
my
undergrad
at
the
University of Toronto graduating
with a Specialist in History. I
studied a fair range of historical
subjects but most of my time (and
courses) were dedicated to Early
Modern European history and
especially that of the more
westerly
countries
such
as
England, France, and Spain. My
research interests are primarily in
popular political and social history
of the sixteenth and seventeenth
century Europe, especially the
British Isles. Within this area, I
am particularly interested the
perception,
treatment,
and
depiction of criminality such as in
the
cases
of
rioting
and
prostitution. As for what I look
forward to, mostly just getting
back into real studying and
discussion. The summer has been
good but I feel like it has it has
played itself out by now and I'm
ready to be in class again."
Shoshawnah Ross
Hi my name is Shoshawnah Ross!
I recently graduated with a
Bachelors degree in History from
York University. I am extremely
(continued on page 4)
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YORK1000
A crash course in surviving and
thriving at York University
by Amanda Robinson
As graduate students, we are all
familiar with the butterfliesin
your
stomach
feeling
that
accompanies your first day of
university. Luckily, we all have at
least one university degree under
our belts. Regardless though,
arriving at York U can be an
overwhelming experience. Even if
you did your undergraduate
degree at York—or you are a
former Master’s student who has
signed on for the long haul
(PhD)—you know the feeling of
approaching the expansive campus
for the first time. Coming from a
smaller
commuter
university
campus in my undergrad, I was
immediately
confused
and
overwhelmed at the prospect of
using
new
a
computer,
administrative,
and
library
system.
Doing
this
while
navigating York’s enormous and
well serviced campus and all the
while trying to keep your head
above the water in the abyss of
reading, writing papers, and
scraping together a social life, is
not for the faint of heart. Fear not
young padawan! I have collected
years of York wisdom to help get
you through your first few weeks
at York!
If you’re like me, one thing is for
certain, you are going to forget one
of the ten new passwords you are
required to create in the coming
months. It happens to me daily. If
you want to avoid an hour wait at
Bennett Centre to get your OGS
password reset or forego another
embarrassing trip to Anita’s desk
to
have
your
departmental
computer access code reset, make
and hold on to a master list of your
York passwords and keep them in
a safe spot. Otherwise, well…you
can find me and we can complain
about how many passwords

modernity requires us to create
and remember!
The Document asked some of our
seasoned “Yorkies” to lend their
campus
life
expertise.
Our
contributors are Mark Brownlie
(MB), Katie Bausch (KB), Ashlee
Bligh (AB), Amanda Robinson
(AR), Dagomar Degroot (DD),
Madeleine Chartrand (MA), and
Brad Meredith (BM).

Pictured: beer
Best place to eat:
MB, DD: Indian Flavour (York
Lanes) (MB recommends the spicy
chicken wrap). “Great value and
good service.” —DD
KB: Wherever they are giving food
out for free. Department talks,
TDGA
events
and
York
celebrations are great for this. You
will become adept at sniffing out
free lunches. And if you're really
lucky, the Holy Grail: free alcohol.
AB, MC, BM: Berries ‘n’ Blooms
(York Lanes).
AR: The Underground…I can hear
faithful Grad Lounge goers
hissing at me.
(continued on page 7)
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(continued)
excited to begin my Masters in
American History focusing on the
socioeconomic implications of the
Civil War. I am thrilled although a
little bit nervous with what this
next year holds for me; however, I
look forward to the challenge. My
other passions besides history
include swimming, rugby, any
thing outdoors, and of course
reading.
Vanessa Lovisa
My name is Vanessa Lovisa and I
am excited to be returning to York
to pursue my passion for history at
a graduate level. After having
pursued
my
undergraduate
honours degree in history at York
University, I have acquired a broad
understanding of various aspects
of Canadian history, including
social
and
political
history,
Aboriginal history, constitutional
and legal studies, immigration and
labour history, women’s studies,
gender and sexuality. When given
the opportunity to pursue my own
areas of research in previous
history courses, I focused on
women’s history and immigration
history from the latter part of the
19th century to the Second World
War. I have been interested in a
wide range of subject areas but I
have always been particularly
interested in women’s roles and
their contributions to Canadian
society. For my Master’s thesis, I
hope to build on one of the most
compelling research assignments
that
I
conducted
for
an
undergraduate history course. My
paper, titled Maria Christante: A
Female Icon focused on Italian
female immigrants in Toronto
during the period 19201940. I
chose to write about a female icon,
my great grandmother, a Northern
Italian immigrant who came to
Toronto after WWI. Although she
lived in a patriarchal society and
faced many barriers as an
immigrant woman, she still
managed,
with
the
limited
resources that she had, to forge
(continued on page 5)
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The New Frontiers in Graduate
History Conference celebrates its

SUPER SWEET SIXTEEN!

In honour of New Frontiers’ 16th
Birthday, Conference CoChairs
Ashlee Bligh, Madeleine Char
trand, and Daniel Ross bestow the
gift of encouragement: 16 reasons
to present at New Frontiers this
year!
1) The 3day conference will be
held during Winter Reading Week
(Thursday, February 23rd to
Saturday, February 25th 2012)
providing you with a valid excuse
to take a break from course
work/reading.
2) The deadline to submit paper
proposals is far afield (Friday,
November 18th, 2011) giving you
ample time to rustle up an
abstract.
3) The 250word paper proposal
will likely be the shortest
composition you write this year.
4) New Frontiers is the largest
conference of its kind in Canada.
5) New Frontiers offers MA and
PhD students a convivial and
comfortable forum in which to
present their work
6) Presenting at New Frontiers
will look great on your Curriculum
Vitae. (Who doesn’t want to bulk
up their C.V.?)
7) You will automatically gain
departmentcred’…the
academe
version of streetcred’.

8) Presenting at New Frontiers is
the rite of passage in the Graduate
Program in History at York U.
9) You will acquire 3 new best
friends: Ashlee, Madeleine, and
Dan.
10)
There
will
be
many
opportunities to socialize with
your colleagues at conference
related gatherings.
11)
There
will
be
many
opportunities to enjoy a drink with
your colleagues at conference
related gatherings.
12) There will be a lively keynote
speech and delicious dinner on
Friday evening.
13) You will have a chance to
present work in your research
area, which, for many, is a
welcome change from course work.
(“Not another freaking historio
graphical essay!”)
14) A hearty dose of experience
sharing your work with other
scholars at academic conferences,
such as New Frontiers, is an
essential component to any healthy
academic career.
15) The feedback you will receive
when presenting at New Frontiers
may be invaluable to your future
MRP and dissertation research.
16) All the cool kids are doing it.
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(continued)
her own identity and to become a
pioneer of immigrant women’s
rights and equality in Toronto,
creating
her
own
female
association that continues to
survive today. I wish to continue to
explore the roles played by
Northern
Italian
immigrant
women in their communities
during this period.
For a bit about myself, I am an
avid sports fan, especially when it
comes to hockey, and I love to have
fun with family and friends. Music
is an extreme passion of mine and
I love to dance and also travel and
explore different cultures. Being
from an Italian family, food is also
very important to me and so it is
inevitable that I love to cook and
bake! I am passionate about being
involved in my community and I
belong
to
several
different
committees, always volunteering
and willing to help out when I can.
I have been working as a Financial
Service Representative for TD
Canada Trust and am a licensed
certified advisor and mutual fund
representative as well. I am very
social and bubbly and always look
forward to meeting new people. I
am extremely excited to be part of
the graduate history community
at York and I can’t wait to get
started!
Ashley Gebhart
Hello fellow graduate students!
My name is Ashley Gebhart, and I
graduated from the University of
British
Columbia
Okanagan
(UBCO) in April 2010. Where I
earned a Bachelors of Arts as a
history major, english minor. My
current research interests include
Canadian History in the World
War I & II era with a distinct
Aboriginal focus. I am eager to
shed further light on the
intricacies of our First Nation’s
service to our country during this
period. I believe it is a subject that
has been arguably neglected in
mainstream research in the recent
years and I look forward to adding
(continued on page 6)
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Welcome Karen Dancy, new
Graduate Program Assistant!
A collective cry was heard around
the gradhist listserv when it was
announced that Lisa Hoffman was
moving a few offices over and
leaving the Graduate Program
Assistant position. Although Lisa’s
friendly face will still be seen
around the department, her
departure left some of us
panicking. Who will save me from
missing all those grant deadlines
when I screw up the margins?!?
Who will help me figure out how to
enroll when I forget how to do it,
year after year?!? Take a collective
deep breath. The position has been
filled! On behalf of Document, we
would like to welcome Karen
Dancy to the department and the
position
Graduate
Program
Assistant, and to use our
orientation issue to provide new
and
returning
students
the
opportunity to learn a little more
about this important person in our
lives.
D: Karen, some of us are aware
that you aren’t new to the York
community. Can you tell us a little
about your previous position at the

Faculty of Graduate Studies?
KD: I spent the last 11 years in
Graduate Studies. I was the
person at FGS that handled
internal
and
external
scholarships, from OGS and
SSHRC files leaving York to
paying students their award funds.
I also dealt with the History
specific awards like the Bosher,
Ramsay Cook, and Albert Tucker
awards.
Prior to Graduate Studies, I
worked for 4 years in Graduate
Political Science as the program
secretary. So I do have a lot of
Graduate experience.
D: What excites you most about
your new position?
KD: I am very excited to work with
a smaller group of students whom
I will see, in most cases, from start
to finish: from Admissions to
Convocation, from scholarship
application
to
winning
a
scholarship. I look forward to
getting to know all the History
students and faculty alike.
D: What do you anticipate as your
(continued on page 8)
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(continued)
to the rich nature of this historical
subject. In my spare time, I am a
stand in for Batman. It’s a tough
job but someone has to do it. I am
currently looking for an acceptable
Robin to aid me in my unending
quest to fight crime and deliver
justice. The only requirement is
that you must look suitably
dashing in tan tights. Mostly
because if you can pull off tan
tights I am pretty sure that saving
the world would be all but in the
bag! I look forward to the coming
year with great excitement and
enthusiasm. After all, this is a
step forward in pursuing not only
our passions and dreams, but our
futures as well!
Matthew Gut
Greetings fellow M.A. and PhD
students! My name is Matthew
Gut and I will be studying for my
M.A. in the fall, focusing
specifically on African History and
the African Diaspora. I completed
my undergraduate studies at U of
T in 2010 where I majored in
History and Crime and Deviance. I
first decided that I wanted to
(continued on page 7)
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(continued)

Best place to have a drink or a
pint:
MB, AB: Grad Café/Lounge.
KB: Um, downtown? Okay, okay, I
guess the grad lounge.
AR:
The
Underground
has
delicious martinis, frozen drinks,
and cocktails .
DD: Absinthe. The patio is
beautiful in fall and spring.
MC: Absinthe.
BM: The Grad Lounge has better
beer, but the Absinthe is the only
place on campus with atmosphere.
Take your pick.
Best coffee:
MB: None. But Second Cup (in
York Lanes) is passable.
KB: Sorry, I don't drink coffee but
the stuff in the department is
basically free (sensing a theme
here??) And it's funny when it
breaks/no one stocks it after
overuse and we get to read The
Great Coffee Maker debates on the
listserve.
AB: No caffeine for me!
AR: Hazelnut flavored from the
Grad Lounge.
DD: Treats (Student Centre).
Delicious
coffee
and
good
atmosphere.
MC: The T.A. room; it’s free!
BM: I’m apparently a coffee snob,
because I never drink coffee in
Canada. Sorry.
Cleanest washrooms:
MB: History department men’s
washroom.
KB: Women's washroom in the
department. Never, ever, EVER
use the ones in the library.
AB: Using the term "clean" might
be a stretch but I'd have to say the
ladies' room in our very own
department.
AR: History department. (Editor’s
note: it’s unanimous!!!)
DD: In the department.
MC: The women’s washroom in the
History Department; not many
people use it.
BM: The department washrooms.
Yes, both. (Don’t ask.)
Worst building:
MB: Ross.
(continued on page 9)
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(continued)
pursue a postGraduate degree
after completing a course on the
“Sociology of Genocide” during my
last year of studies. The material I
read in the course, specifically Elie
Wiesel’s Night and Loung Ung’s
First They Killed My Father, really
opened my eyes to the crucial role
of historical documentation (non
fiction or otherwise) in accounting
for and preventing injustices.
What I look forward to most in the
in the upcoming year is the chance
to learn and grow from interaction
with
professors
and
fellow
students.
I’m
not
dreading
anything quite yet; however my
optimism may diminish sometime
in October. In my spare time I like
to listen to music (pretty much
anything with a socially conscious
message Bob Marley being my
favourite), read, do volunteer
work, grow my hair and watch
comedies. I recently spent a month
in Cape Town, South Africa on a
volunteer abroad program. It was
a life changing experience, the
sights and sounds of Cape Town
are amazing and I was also able to
experience firsthand the legacy of
inequality the system of Apartheid
has created. The image of a
Ferrari
car
dealership
just
minutes’ away from the sprawling
slums of a Township is forever
engraved in my memory. I hope to
one day expand my travelling
credentials, but for the time being
I love to listen to tails from abroad
so if anyone’s willing to share I’d
love to hear them!
Aaron Peters
Hello fellow grad students! My
name is Aaron Peters. I have just
graduated
from
Tyndale
University/College with a B.A in
History and I look forward to
pursuing my M.A in History here
at York University. My research
interests include Asian history in
general, but Indian and Japanese
history in particular. Having been
fascinated by the history of my
native India as well the history of
Japan for as long as I can

Page 7
remember, I hope to reconcile my
two loves through the study of
PanAsianism. The idea of Pan
Asianism, which had its origins in
Japan, has not only played an
important role in Japanese foreign
policy in the years before and
during the Second World War, but
has also been prominent in Indian
intellectual history and quite a few
notable Indian figures in modern
Indian history have interacted
with it in different ways. It is this
connection between Japan, Pan
Asianism,
and
India
which
intrigues me and I would like to
explore this connection further
throughout the course of my
studies. Outside of school I enjoy
reading, listening to music,
spending time with my family and
friends, and travelling. I look
forward to meeting each of you
soon! I wish you all the best with
your studies as we begin this new
year together.
Cristiana Conti
Hi everyone! My name is Cristiana
Conti and I am an MA student
from Rome. I graduated in 2000
from Università di Roma Tor
Vergata with Master’s Degree in
Humanities (full fellowship for
three years). From 2001 to 2004, I
attended the Graduate School in
Archaeology at Università La
Sapienza in Rome and took
Graduate
Coursework
in
Philosophy (Baccalaureate) at the
Pontificia Università Urbaniana in
Vatican
City.
Most
of
my
experience is based on fieldwork,
and these experiences have played
an
important
role
in
my
development
as
a
field
archaeologist. I have worked as a
trench
supervisor,
excavation
architect, and artifact drawing
practicum teaching assistant for
many years, both in Italy and
abroad. I have always enjoyed
working
on
international
archaeological projects, and this
has resulted in my work in Nepal
and in Jordan. My fieldwork
experience has bolstered my desire
to engage myself in moving and
living abroad. That is what I have
(continued on page 8)
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“Seriously, A Job Crisis?”
Practical advice to deal with our collec
tive job (or employment) challenges
by Rebecca Dirnfeld
As new and returning graduate
students gear up for the 201112
school year, many of us will have
more
than
books,
paper
assignments, and research on the
brain. The “job crisis in academia”
is something every graduate
student must contend with, and in
recent months discussions about
how to prepare graduate students
for a job market outside of
academia has become a hot topic
in our department.
Despite graduate student and
faculty concerns over this state of
affairs, very little has been
mentioned about the resources,
here at York, which can be utilized
to inform students about career
choices outside of academia. After
completing my comprehensive
exams in late April of last year, I
decided it was time to investigate
what the Career Centre at York
had to offer, and to share my
experiences with other graduate
students.
The Career Centre, located at
202 McLaughlin College, has a
simple mission: “delivering career
development, job search and
experiential education support to
help York students build success
on their own terms.” Career
development resources are varied,
and include job search workshops,
career consultant appointments,
PhD job search support sessions,
and resume and cover letter
workshops. Registering in these
workshops or sessions is quick and
easy.
My own experience with the
career consultant appointments
was
fantastic.
The
first
appointment was twenty minutes,
and was designed to briefly speak

with a Career Counsellor about my
concerns, needs, and objectives.
Once I completed this session, a
second
appointment
was
scheduled. This one was an hour
long, and was designed to provide
more intensive career counselling.
(continued on page 10)
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(continued)

biggest challenge in this new
position?
KD: Following in Lisa's big
footsteps. Lisa has set the bar very
high and I just want to continue
the great service to History
students. I have lots to learn, so
please be patient with me.
D: When you’re not wearing your
Graduate Program Assistant hat,
what do you do for fun?
KD: I have two small boys and so
they keep me busy. My husband
and I also foster dogs for a local
Coonhound rescue. We got involved
after our own rescue passed away
last year. I am trying to get back
into reading, I start many books
but I don't quite get very far.
D: What is your most cherished
possession?
KD: Would it be wrong to say my
iPhone? (Coeditor’s note: NO and
Karen likely has this in common
with other smartphone owners and
Apple
enthusiasts
in
the
department.)
D:For those of us who may want to
brown nose, how do you take your
coffee or tea?
KD: I take my coffee and tea with
just a splash of milk.
D: What is the one thing all
histgrad students should know
about you?
KD: That's a hard one. I'm just
excited about being here.

“If you knew what you were doing, it wouldn’t be called ‘research.’”
—Albert Einstien
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(continued)
always longed for since my
IndianaJonespervaded childhood.
What are you looking forward to
most from this coming year? I still
don't know, but I am sure it may
be something about making
friends and becoming acquainted
with this new environment. I am
looking forward to meeting you all
soon at the Orientation day.
Valeria Rocca
Having recently completed my
undergraduate years at York
University, I think that I will be
able to survive my Masters on the
same campus with minimal
incident. My research interests
include Renaissance social history,
particularly in Florence. Last year,
I had the chance to write my
undergraduate
thesis
on
representations of the self and the
“putting on” of personalities in this
time period, and I look forward to
expanding my knowledge over the
next two years. I like to read comic
books, play video games, and
watch scifi in my spare time, and
go through bouts of excessive and
obsessive iPod organization. I look
forward to meeting new people and
having my brain thoroughly
twisted and challenged, and
finding out exactly how long I can
function without sleep. I can only
hope that the inevitable caffeine
induced renal failure will wait
until all papers are submitted
before kicking in. Thank you!
Adina Wace
My name is Adina Wace and I am
very excited about starting my
Graduate School career at York. I
completed
my
undergraduate
degree in History at York in 2011
and my undergraduate degree in
Science from the University of
Toronto in 1990. Academically I
am
interested
in
18th19th
Century British History. In my
personal life I enjoy my dogs, long
distance running, and travelling
with my family.
(continued on page 9)
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(continued)

AB: Farquharson Life Sciences (It
smells like a gerbil cage.)
KB, AR, MC: Calmut College. “It’s
so far away.” —MC “Purely based
on how far it is from the
department—especially on those
cold, cold winter days at York.”
—KB
DD: Student Centre. Packed with
junk food and overflowing with
people
BM: The Ross. Who thought
brutalism was a good idea?
Best building:
MB: Accolade West.
KB: Accolade (purely based on its
fancy colours and waterfall thingy
in the lobby).
AB: T.E.L.(Technology Enhanced
Learning).
AR, DD, MC, BM: Vari Hall.
“When it’s empty...which is a
rarity.” —AR
“…especially the entrance.” —DD

Stong Pond: Prettier in colour
Best place to get work done:
MB: Not in the T.A. room!
KB: Anywhere but the TA lounge
in the department.
AB, AR, DD, MC: The grad
reading room in Scott Library.
“One of the few places on campus
that’s routinely quiet.” —DD
BM: If it’s nice out, Stong Pond.
The other seven months of the
school year, the grad reading room
at Scott.
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Worst place to get work done:
MB, AB, MC, DD, BM: T.A. room
— it’s for socializing! “You’ll talk a
lot but you definitely won’t get any
work done.” —DD
KB: I think you can guess the
answer to that.
AR:
Anywhere
in
the
department…shocking I know!
Avoid at all costs:
MB: Mangia Mangia (in York
Lanes)
KB: York Lanes during the first
two weeks of school. And the 196
bus line between 4:305:30 on any
weekday, but Thursday seems to
be the worst for some reason.
AB: The Student Centre cafeteria
from 126pm.
AR: The hall that connects Vari
Hall
and
Central
Square,
especially on the half hour
DD Founder’s Gate. If only
because we go there to strike.
MC: An 8:30 am class in Calmut.
BM: Driving to campus. The traffic

sucks,
and
you
could
be
reading—or better, sleeping—on
the bus.
Hidden gem:
MB: Booster Juice (Pineapple
Freeze) (Central Square).
KB: If I told all of you it wouldn't
be a "hidden gem" anymore, now
would it?
AB: The garden area between
Bethune and Stong colleges.
AR: The Falafel Hut, especially for
(continued on page 10)
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(continued)
Cam Malcolm
I earned by BA from Trent
University several years ago. My
research interests include the idea
of the Canadian north, as well as
the history of Canadian cultural
policy and cultural institutions
like the CBC and the National
Film Board. For fun I like to play
in rock and roll bands and catch
fish. I'm looking forward to
meeting new people and finally
doing some reading again.
Tracy Lopes
Tracy
Lopes
received
her
undergraduate degree in history
from Queen's University in 2008.
After an unsuccessful year "in the
real
world"
Tracy
pursued
graduate studies in African
history at McMaster University
where she obtained her MA. She is
now entering her first year of the
PhD program. She is terrified and
excited all at the same time. She
wants to study crime in Africa
within the colonial context. Her
goal is to finish with her sanity
intact, preferably before the
conclusion of the 21st century. She
will remain sane by watching
episodes of her favorite show
'Freaks and Geeks,' over and over
and over again.
Tyler Chamilliard
Primarily
I'm
a
medieval
historian, who has recently
retrained to become a medieval
environmental historian. For my
PhD, I'll be working with Prof.
Richard
Hoffmann,
studying
environmental policy across the
spectrum of the British and
French nations during the High to
Late Middle Ages. My academic
interests are Ancient through
Renaissance
history,
and
Environmental History. I do Latin
too, but I don't enjoy it. I have a
BA and MA in History from the
University of Waterloo, where I
studied the protection of woodland
resources in fourteenthcentury
Provence, France, with Dr. Steven
(continued on page 10)
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(continued)
During my second counselling
session, and the ones thereafter,
my career counsellor helped me
address a number of my concerns,
thoughts, hopes, and fears about
my future career options. I
participated in a number of
activities including:
•Personality tests and
temperament sorters
•Career assessment strategies
(workbook that identifies
personality, interests, values,
skills)
•Career brainstorming sessions
•“Where to go from here”
brainstorming sessions
These sessions taught me that
the skills I’ve developed as a
graduate student give me the
opportunity to pursue a number of
interesting careers that coincide

with my academic interests,
values, lifestyle, and level of
education. My career counsellor
was able to help me identify,
through selfreflection and self
discovery, new perspectives and
tools for exploring career choices
outside of academia. For example,
as a trained researcher, I can use
my research skills to find out
about careers that coincide with
my areas of interest. This may
include
volunteering
for
organizations I want to work with
in the future, contacting and
speaking with individuals who
work
in
professions
I
am
interested
in
pursuing,
networking, and keeping my eyes
and ears open for exciting job
opportunities.
If you are interested in speaking
to a career counsellor at York, visit
http://www.yorku.ca/careers/.

(continued)

Best place to enjoy a drink, pint, or
nonalcoholic beverage: Back patio
at Moonbean cafe.
Best coffee: Dark Horse (1,2, or 3),
Bulldog, or Mercury Cafe.
Cleanest
washrooms:
AMC
Dundas Square.
Best building: Old City Hall.
Worst building: Robarts Library, U
of T.
Best place to get work done: Lillian
H. Smith public Library on
College.
Worst place to get work done: Hot
Box Cafe.
Avoid at all costs: Spring Rolls.
Hidden gem: El Trompo taco bar in
the Market.

York 1000

their daily specials (in York Lanes)
DD: The York observatory. They
have regular viewings and it’s
worth going.
MC, BM: Stong Pond; it’s actually
quite pretty.
Mark Brownlie was also kind
enough to draw up a downtown
version of this questionnaire, for
those of you living and loving in
downtown T.O.! Thanks Mark and
to the rest of our contributors for
their inspired answers.
Best place to eat: Pho Hung on
Spadina.

Nemesis: Robarts Library
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(continued)
Bednarski. More recently, I have
been pursuing a second master's
degree with Dr. Paul Adderley and
Prof.
Richard
Oram
in
Environmental History at the
University of Stirling, in Scotland,
where I have been poking (with an
Xray gun) about tanneries in
rural Devonshire and medieval
burghsites in The Borders region
of Scotland. On a personal note,
my nonacademic interests include
a recently refined love of fine
scotches and handpumped ales
during my year in Britain, games
of the board and computer variety,
geeky and pulpy TV, historical
fiction, snowboarding, and travel.
I'm most looking forward to
getting in front of a class and
teaching again at York, since
masters candidates can't teach in
Britain. What I'm dreading most is
also teaching again. Despite a
years respite, I remember all too
well late nights of massive piles of
bad papers and exams.
Andriy Michalchyshyn
Andriy Michalchyshyn has left the
illustrious field of high school
teaching in order to further his
knowledge of things that happened
a long time ago. Andriy enjoys
long walks on the beach, starting
small fires and is a parttime
jockey and vivisectionist. Easily
recognizable by his pegleg, tatoos
and parrot he looks forward to
meeting all you scurvy dogs. Do
not ever lend him money or give
him the key to your house unless
you like late night visits from the
department of fisheries.
Britt Luby
My name is Britt Luby and I am
excited (beyond) to be entering the
doctoral
program
at
York
University. My research focuses on
hydroelectric development in the
Treaty #3 district. Historians have
long assumed that development is
necessarily
at
odds
with
Indigenous
culture
and
subsistence
economies;
thus,
(continued on page 11)
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(continued)
development per se is responsible
for the negative impacts on First
Nations. Unlike previous studies of
First Nations and industrial
development, my research shows
that
cultural
and
economic
devastation, although linked to
environmental damage, correlates
more strongly with exclusion from
participation
in
resource
negotiations. My studies have
taken me from Queen’s University
to the University of British
Columbia. I look forward to
“coming home” to York University
after a three year hiatus on the
West Coast. I am excited to write
for Active History, raise awareness
about modern slavery through
AAMS, and to brainstorm with
colleagues on the Grad Lounge
patio. In my spare time, I love to
write for children (particularly, my
niece). I live for travel – be it a
quick trip to Montreal, Quebec or
an extended stay in Paris, France.
And, I exercise – on the water,
most enthusiastically – to live. I
am honoured to be here.
Noa Yaari
This is my first year in the PhD
program. Last year I did my MA in
the Humanities at York, and
before that I studied (four years for
MA) History and Philosophy of
Science and Ideas, at Tel Aviv
University. My first degree is in
Art and Art Education. I am an
international student from Israel,
experiencing
a
change
of
perspectives regarding almost
everything. My academic interest
is in visual scientific texts and
arguments, especially those that
were created in Italy in the early
modern
era.
Anatomical
illustrations are the core of my
research in addition to the
collaborations between anatomists
and illustrators that made them
possible. I am married to Marva
who studies at York as well. We
(practically) support same sex
marriage
and
suggest
that
everybody tries it!
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Abril Liberatori
My name is Abril Liberatori, I did
my Undergrad at York (History &
French) and did my MA in History
at McMaster. I am interested in
social/cultural
history,
mostly
immigration history. My research
focuses on Italian immigration,
and I am working on a
comparative
project
between
migration to Toronto and Buenos
Aires. I'm very interested in the
performing arts, and have dabbled
in theatre and circus. I'm most
looking forward to meeting fellow
students! I'm also very excited
about seminars and starting my
research. I'm dreading the lack of
sleep.
Joanna Pearce
Joanna Pearce graduated with a
Bachelors degree from Augustana
University College in the bustling
metropolis of Camrose, Alberta.
She then took 10 years off school to
work for lawyers, doctors, and self
important civil servants in three
countries and two provinces. This
left her very bored. She returned
to academia in 2009 to get her
Masters degree from Dalhousie
University in Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Her research interests include
discovering scandals that are just
barely hinted at in the archival
records, Victorian charity naming

Important Dates

Orientation: Tuesday September 6
Fall reading week: October 8 14
Fall classes end: December 6
Fall exam period: December 822
Winter classes start: January 3
Winter reading week: Feb. 18 24
Winter classes end: April 2
Winter exam period: April 4 20

Upcoming GHSA Events
6 September, 2011: GHSA
Meeting, 2196 Vari Hall, 1:302:45
22 September, 2011: Historian's
Craft: Stephen Heathorn,
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conventions,
and
cows
of
mysterious origin; she writes on
disabilityrelated topics. She also
collects interesting hats. You can
reach her at jlp@yorku.ca
Maximilian Smith
Maximilian Smith (or Max to
everyone but the government and
his mother) recently graduated
from the University of Toronto
with a specialist degree in History.
His research interests include
Early Modern English cultural
history and a fascination with
folklore, particularly ghost stories
and what they can teach us about
the people who tell them. He is
very
excited
to
have
the
opportunity to study at the
graduate level at York University,
and although he handed this bio in
late, he insists it is in no way
indicative of his future academic
conduct at said institution.
Andrew Lynes
I did a joint specialist in Political
Science and History at the
University of Toronto. My main
historical interest is Canadian
history, especially in the 20th
century. Outside of school, I play
guitar and I'm just starting to
learn piano. I'm also a huge music
and movie fan, and I love cycling
and hockey."
McMaster University, “Aesthetic
Politics, Heritage Nostalgia, and
Environmental Ironies:
Electrical Generating Stations in
the London Cityscape since 1927”
20 October, 2011: Historian's
Craft: Donna Andrew, University
of Guelph, ‘“A Substitute for
Scandal?”: Scandal and the
London Press 17701800’
24 November, 2011: The
Historian's Craft: John Beattie,
University of Toronto, “The trial of
James Roberts: Old Bailey,
December 1783”

“Grad school is like a mullet. Business in the front, party in the back.”
—Unknown
“Curiosity may have killed the cat, but it sure has earned a lot of people
graduate degrees.”
—Robyn Irving
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Your Facebook
statuses!

You write 'em, we print 'em!
•Sara means princess. You would
think that naming me this would
mean something to my family, but
no. They insist on making me
clean gicky things and lift •heavy
stuff.
•Day's
itinerary:
walk
into
Pantheon for one last look. Wait
two hours with no explanation for
delayed train to airport. Run
through chaotic airport and barely
catch flight. Sit near front as man
tries to barge on with no boarding
pass, only to be escorted out by the
cops. Walk out of Amsterdam train
station to see a huge castle built of
melting ice, with two girls and a
guy posing naked inside.
•...is taking a break from my
Medieval Latin translations to
watch documentary on Newton,
Boyle, and the Royal Society. Nerd
ometer is registering offthe
charts today.
•My first official historian job has
paid me! YAY! I’m a grown up!
•Dear cab drivers, If you are
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looking for a fast and easy way to
get a $0.10 tip, tell me that you
divorced your wife because she
“talked too much.” Want to make it
$0.00?! Tell me that, “some women
are good and don't talk too much
and some are bad and nag.”
Adding in the hand sign for ‘yap
yap’ will help seal the deal.
•Pickering to U of T; U of T to
YorkU; YorkU to Pickering. Study
Medieval Latin; ‘assist’ in putting
together the journal of the History
of Science Society; study Medieval
Latin; pass out. I love being a PhD
student on Thursdays!!!
•Madeleine 1, pigeons 0
•@#!! McAfee!
•f**king loves Harry Potter
•If corporations are people, they
ought to be subject to the electric
chair, just like the rest of em.
•Cycling home tipsy with a globe
in your hand is surprisingly
challenging.
•3 hours of rotating images from
archival research........ *yawn*
•...has the half of her soul in
Toronto…
•Just roll with it baby, make it
your career.
•“I’m sorry Miss, did you just say I
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can have my street meat on a
whole wheat bun?”
•Dear week: please end. Regards,
Sara
•...loves taking Latin dance class
with Glen. Now if only there were
a dance component to my Latin
American comps field!
•SUNdays = SUNtanning :)
•“Do what you can, with what you
have, where you are.” The best
advice for getting through a two
hour oral exam. PASSED.
•I'll be visiting the city archives
for the first time today. I'm hoping
for an adventure of some sort, but
will settle for good service.
•The best thing about the riots in
London is that everybody seems to
be rediscovering The Clash.
•...birds are chirping & the sky is
no longer pitch black. Guess that’s
my cue to finally go to bed.
•Waiting to see Jack in at Nathan
Phillips Square the line snakes all
the way around the building  as it
should.
•Thank you Jack.
Want to see your witticisms in
print? Add Document coeditor
Brad Meredith to your Facebook
friends list or your Google+ circles!

Submit to
Document!

We can't do this without
you! Send us your
stories, articles, poems,
jokes, or anything else
you've got. Tell us what
you've been up to, or toss
us an idea for an
upcoming issue!
Send all submissions to
documentghsa@gmail.com

